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PART 1

(I) Introduction
This paper briefly summarizes the applicable law in relation to the use of electronic
signatures in Canada, with particular reference to the use of electronic signatures
in the financial services sector. The legal validity of an electronic signature may
be governed by provincial or federal law. Generally speaking, for most signatures
(including those on contracts) it is provincial law that will be applied to determine
whether an electronic signature can be used in place of a handwritten signature.
Where a signing requirement is imposed by a federal enactment, then the legal
validity of an electronic signature would be a matter of federal law.

(II) Contract Law Is Provincial
It should be noted that in Canadian law the formal and essential validity of a contract
is generally determined by reference to the proper law of the contract, whether
electronic or otherwise. Contract law in Canada is a matter of provincial law. Thus, the
legal effect of an electronic signature on a contract – stated to be governed by the
law of a province – would be determined by the law of that province, even where, for
example, the contract is between two federally regulated entities (FREs). Canadian
federal law has limited application to the threshold question of whether a contract
is enforceable.2

(III) Signatures Generally
A signature has been defined as “[a] person’s name or mark written by that person
or at the person’s direction” and in commercial law as “[a]ny name, mark, or writing
used with the intention of authenticating a document”.3 The common law takes
a flexible approach to the validity and legal effect of signatures; the method of
signature of a document generally does not have to meet any specific standard of
reliability.4 In ING Insurance v. Jetty, a unanimous panel of the Ontario Divisional
Court found that a statutory signing requirement, in that case under the Insurance
Act (Ontario), could be satisfied by a typed signature:

“

It is unreasonable to suppose that … [the purpose of the signing
requirement] will be achieved or furthered by a requirement that
the insurer sign in a particular way, namely by “putting pen to
paper.” The common law allows for a signature to be handwritten,
stamped or typed, providing that the affixing of the signature
conforms with the intent of the legislation. In this case, the
intent of the legislation will not be affected or undermined if the
signature of the insurer is typed, rather than hand-written.5

Accordingly, it is the intent behind the mark that has been affixed to a document
as a “signature”, rather than the form of the signature itself, that matters. Canadian
courts have upheld the validity of online contracts that do not include a traditional
signature.6 A signature can be used to accomplish a number of legal objectives, but
it has been said that the “primary function … is to give evidence that the signatory
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(an individual or another legal entity) approves and adopts
the content of the signed document”.7 Where a statute or
regulation requires that a document be signed, so long as the
purpose of the signing requirement is not frustrated by the
manner of signature, then courts are unlikely to invalidate
an act because of some perceived defect in the signature.
Indeed, there is very little case law on the validity of the
form of signatures.

may be appropriate where the risk of fraud or repudiation in
connection with an electronic signature is considered to
be high.

(IV) Electronic Signatures in
Provincial Law

most part do not apply to wills and codicils (including trusts
thereby created), certain powers of attorney, conveyances of
real property, or negotiable instruments.17 For these classes of
documents, handwritten signatures on paper documents may
still be required.

Substantially uniform electronic commerce and electronic
signature laws have been enacted across Canada. All
the provinces and territories have stand-alone electronic
commerce statutes of general application based on model
laws promulgated by the U.N.8 and the Uniform Law
Conference of Canada (“ULCC”).9 For example, in Ontario the
Electronic Commerce Act, 200010 (the “ECA”) addresses the use
of electronic documents in commercial transactions.11
Electronic documents are now recognized as being
functionally equivalent to traditional paper-based documents
for most purposes, subject to certain requirements with
respect to authenticity and integrity. While there are some
variations, the provincial e-commerce statutes generally
stipulate that signatures, documents, and originals are not
invalid or unenforceable by reason only of being in electronic
form. Essentially, such e-commerce legislation does not create
new law but makes the law “media neutral” and equally
applicable to paper and electronic signatures and documents.
The ECA provides that “a legal requirement that a document
be signed is satisfied by an electronic signature”.12 The term
“electronic signature” is defined in the ECA and in most other
e-commerce and related legislation to mean “electronic
information that a person creates or adopts in order to sign a
document and that is in, attached to, or associated with the
document”.13 The authors of Black’s Law Dictionary indicate
that “[t]ypes of electronic signatures include a typed name
at the end of an email, a digital image of a handwritten
signature, and the click of an ‘I accept’ button on an
e-commerce site”.14 It is clear from these sources that an
electronic signature does not have to look like a handwritten
signature, although it can (for example, a digitized
representation of a handwritten signature).
Generally speaking, it is necessary to obtain a person’s consent
to use, provide, or accept information in electronic form, which
consent “may be inferred from conduct if there are reasonable
grounds to believe that the consent is genuine and is relevant
to the information or document”.15
For the most part, the provincial e-commerce laws
contemplate what can best be described as a generic
electronic signature. The use of additional security measures
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As laws of general application, provincial e-commerce laws
apply to commercial contracts (including sophisticated
financial contracts) and other commercial documents. They
would also apply in respect of any signing requirements under
provincial statutes, to interactions with consumers, and to
consumer contracts.16 However, the e-commerce acts for the

Even before the advent of electronic signatures and
e-commerce legislation, courts have been receptive and
willing to adapt to technological advancements. In Beatty v.
First Exploration Fund 1987 and Co.,18 a judge of the British
Columbia Supreme Court found that faxed versions of signed
proxies were valid proxies for the purpose of the exercise of
voting rights under a limited partnership agreement that
required the proxies to be “signed” and “in writing”. The court
noted that “[t]he law has endeavoured to take cognizance of,
and to be receptive to, technological advances in the means of
communication”.19 After a review of cases concerning the legal
effect of telegrams and other technological advancements,
the court concluded that:

The conduct of business has for many
years been enhanced by technological
improvements in communication. Those
improvements should not be rejected
automatically when attempts are made to
apply them to matters involving the law. They
should be considered and, unless there are
compelling reasons for rejection, they should
be encouraged, applied and approved.20

Thus, long before the adoption of e-commerce laws, the
court in Beatty concluded that what was essentially a form
of electronic signature (i.e., transmitted via fax) was a valid
signature. Given the flexible approach to the legal effect of
technological advancements advocated in Beatty and later
cases, and the electronic signature provisions of the provincial
e-commerce laws, it is unlikely that a court would take an
overly technical view of electronic signature requirements for
the purpose of most statutory and other signing requirements.
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The provincial e-commerce and general laws do not stipulate any specific means
of proof of a signature. Proof, should it be required, would be established by all the
surrounding circumstances, subject to the applicable rules of evidence.21 In this
regard, an electronic signature can incorporate electronic audit trail information that
can help establish the identity of the signer, the requisite intent, and the complete
and unaltered nature of the document.

“

an electronic signature
can incorporate electronic
audit trail information that
can help establish the
identity of the signer, the
requisite intent, and the
complete and unaltered
nature of the document

”

(v) Electronic Signatures in Federal Law
There are electronic document and electronic signature provisions in the federal
statutes governing FREs that are financial institutions22 and in the Canada Business
Corporations Act.23 These are generally based on the UNCITRAL model laws, with
certain enhanced requirements as described below. “Electronic signature” is not
defined in any of the FRE laws, but they incorporate the same concepts as the
provincial e-commerce and PIPEDA definitions of “electronic signature”, with the
additional requirements that the signature resulting from the signer’s use of a
technology or process must permit proof that the signature is “unique to the person”
and “can be used to identify the person”.24
Accordingly, signing with the letter “x” would not likely satisfy these requirements,
since that mark would not be unique to the person. However, a digital image or
reproduction of the person’s manuscript signature, or some other unique personal
identifier, would be sufficient provided the technology or process used to affix the
signature could also be used to identify the signatory.
Consistent with the notion of consent under provincial law for the use of electronic
documents, where an FRE law requires a notice, document, or other information to
be provided to a person, the sender must obtain the person’s consent to receive such
information in electronic form, and the addressee must designate an information
system for its receipt.25 Also similar to the provincial laws, the FRE laws do not
stipulate any specific means of proof (other than for secure electronic signatures,
where applicable). Proof would be established by all the surrounding circumstances,
subject to the applicable rules of evidence.26
There is a legislative framework in the FRE laws and PIPEDA for a “secure electronic
signature” for prescribed classes of documents.27 It should be noted that the FRE
law enhanced electronic signature requirements (whether generic or secure) apply
only where an FRE law or regulation requires a signature.28 Such requirements relate
primarily to the internal workings of an FRE or its dealings with government, rather
than to its dealings with third parties. As indicated above, in most instances it is
provincial law that will govern the validity of an electronic signature.
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PART 2

Best Practices for Addressing E-Signature
Legal Requirements
Clearly, the legal foundation exists for the use of e-signatures in Canadian
commerce. The provincial and federal laws provide instruction on what an
electronic signature needs to accomplish. The law, however, is intentionally
technology neutral when it comes to e-commerce and e-business and as
such, does not specify how a technology should meet those requirements.
For organizations seeking best practices guidance when evaluating
e-signature solutions, the following pages summarize the key requirements
with recommendations for compliance, based on OneSpan's 25 years of
experience working with leading law firms, financial services organizations,
and government agencies in Canada and around the world.

Intent
Like its paper equivalent, an electronic signature is a legal concept. Its purpose
is to establish a lasting, reliable record of intent. As stated in the legal overview,
“it is the intent behind the mark that has been affixed to a document as a
'signature', rather than the form of the signature itself, that matters.” How a
signer applies their e-signature in an online process is therefore very important.
An e-signature solution should:
• Place conspicuous signature cues at the appropriate locations in the
document. Signing cues should be placed directly on signature lines in the
document so the placement of the signature relative to any disclosure text
(often located just above a signature line) is maintained.
• Use deliberate language to make it clear that by clicking the “SIGN HERE”
button, the customer is affixing their signature to the document. It is not
advised to use “NEXT” navigation buttons to capture intent.
• Provide the opportunity to opt-out or confirm the intention to move forward in
the transaction.
One approach to avoid is the use of a “general acknowledgement”. This is where
a user clicks a button or check box once to sign several documents or several
signatures in a document with a single e-signature. The e-signature will be
associated to a general acknowledgement statement covering all signatures
or documents being signed. This is especially not recommended for consumer
transactions where disclosures, applications and contracts are subject to much
greater scrutiny by the courts.
In addition to building all of these practices into the workflow, the e-signature
solution should capture this in the audit trail as proof that a sound process
was used to build the customer’s understanding of what they were agreeing
to and signing.
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Method of Signature Capture

“

In the Federal PIPEDA,
certain classes of
documents are held to a
higher standard, requiring
electronic signatures with
four characteristics:
1. T
 he signature is uniquely
linked to the signatory.
2. It is capable of identifying
the signatory.
3. I t is created using means
that the signer can maintain
under his or her sole control.
4. It is linked to the data to which
it relates in such a manner
that any subsequent change
of the data is detectable.

”

Stikeman’s legal overview confirms that, “…an electronic signature does not have to look
like a handwritten signature, although it can.” Both the act of clicking a button (known
as the click-to-sign method) and drawing a signature on a signature capture pad or
touchscreen tablet (known as a digitized hand-scripted signature) are equally valid. Unless
hand-scripted signatures are required by regulations, in most processes the choice of
signature capture method is based on usability, not legality.

Signer Authentication
The need to authenticate and identify a signer varies quite a bit in Canadian e-commerce
laws. In the legal overview, an electronic signature is “electronic information that a person
creates or adopts in order to sign a document and that is in, attached to or associated with
the document”. However, the laws are technology neutral and provide no guidance on
how to accomplish this. In the Federal PIPEDA, certain classes of documents are held to
a higher standard, requiring electronic signatures with four characteristics that should be
found in any electronic signature solution:

1. The Signature Is Uniquely Linked to the Signatory
This typically means a system where all user credentials/identities are
unique, including:
• Knowledge-based authentication through third-party databases or personal
information. This is often used for new customers and users;
• Shared secret data like user ID/PIN, a link from an authenticated email or
secret question challenge;
• One-time passcode devices, including using SMS on mobile phones;
• Uploading a photo of a driver’s license as further proof of the signer’s identity;
• Use of digital certificates on smartcards and mobile phones.

2. The Signature Is Capable of Identifying the Signatory
The above methods for credentials and identity are all associated to an identity
which is captured as part of the authentication process and stored with the
electronic signature.

3. The Signature Is Created Using Means That the Signer Can
Maintain Under Their Sole Control
In each of the methods described above, the signatory has the means to maintain the
electronic signature under their control.

4. The Signature Is Linked to the Data to Which It Relates so That Any
Subsequent Changes to the Data Will Be Detectable
This characteristic is very important for the electronic signature and is described in the
following section.
Some additional considerations for authentication also include:
• The ability to configure different authentication methods within the
same transaction
• The flexibility to adapt one or more authentication methods to the risk profile of the
organization and EACH process being automated.
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Document and Signature Integrity

“

As a result, if any
information in the
document is changed
in any manner, it will
be detected and the
electronic signature will
be visibly invalidated.

”

As noted above, the electronic signature should also be linked to the data to which it
relates in such a manner that any subsequent change of the data is detectable. This
tamper-proofing is achieved using digital signature technology. The digital signature
process creates a digital fingerprint of the document known as a hash, which can
be used at a later point to verify the integrity of the electronic record. The hash is
encrypted using PKI encryption based on the highest US government standards, to
ensure its integrity. As a result, if any information in the document is changed in any
manner, it will be detected and the electronic signature will be visibly invalidated.
Note that applying a single digital signature as a tamper-seal for an entire document
is not a recommended practice. If a signer and a co-signer e-sign a record on two
separate days, that history should be reflected in the audit trail and the integrity of
the document should be independently verifiable for each e-signature. The best
practice is to apply a digital signature to each e-signature in the document.
All electronic signature data and audit trails should be embedded directly within
the document rather than stored separately in the cloud or a proprietary database.
In addition to being more secure and easier to manage, there are two pragmatic
reasons for this:
1. Document authenticity can be verified independently of the e-signature
software. If the vendor goes out of business, the documents are not affected
since there is no need to go online to the vendor’s site to verify the integrity of
the e-signed document.
	2. T
 he record can securely travel through any email, storage, or archiving system
without being compromised or requiring additional programming. This enables
organizations to manage e-signed records in a manner that meets their longterm record retention policies.
The electronic signature solution should therefore:
• Place an e-signature block at the location where the signature was applied
• Embed the e-signature audit trail directly in the document
• Link the audit trail to each signature
• Secure the document and each signature with a digital signature
• Include the date and time of EACH signature in the audit trail
• Provide the ability to verify the validity of the signed record offline,
without going to a website
• Provide one-click signature and document verification
• Provide the ability to download a verifiable copy of the signed record with
the audit trail

Electronic Delivery
Offer secure, web-based document download with email notification rather than
sending documents containing personally identifiable information via unsecured
email. This could compromise the customer’s private data and violate privacy
laws. This method of e-delivery enables the sender to track when the customer
obtains a copy of the records and gather evidence of the fact that a record was
in-fact delivered.
Another best practice for the delivery of electronic records involves bounce-backs. It
sometimes happens that the email notification cannot be delivered to the recipient.
In that case, it is prudent to ensure the sender receives an email or other electronic
notice to that effect, and that there is a policy in place for alternative action.
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Document Storage and Retention

“

Contract and evidentiary
rules apply to electronic
records in the same way
they do with paper. If
ever a dispute over an
electronically signed
contract goes to court,
judgment will be
rendered based on
the evidence admitted

”

Record retention, retrieval, and accessibility are key considerations since electronic
documents and associated signatures, audit trails, and evidence must be accessible
for the lifetime of the record (50+ years in some cases). The best practice is to save
the e-signed documents as Adobe PDF files, an ISO standard and a reliable format
for the long term. In addition to the ISO-32001 standard, which defines the overall
PDF document format, there is also the PDF/A archival standard. This standard
further defines which elements of a PDF document file should be present or
excluded for long-term archival.
Note that recipients must always be able to access a copy of the executed
documents. The organization originating the transaction may have an obligation to
ensure that parties to the transaction have access to signed records.

Evidence
Contract and evidentiary rules apply to electronic records in the same way they do
with paper. If ever a dispute over an electronically signed contract goes to court,
judgment will be rendered based on the evidence admitted.
Essentially, it is the strength of the electronic evidence that determines exposure
to legal and compliance risk. There are two types of electronic evidence: document
evidence and process evidence. Together, they provide proof that the document was
signed, that it has not been modified, and a demonstration of how the document
was presented, reviewed, and signed. With that in mind, look for an e-signature
solution that:
• Captures and stores the entire electronic process. An e-signature solution should
capture evidence of the full signer experience (i.e., all web pages viewed by the
signer, all actions taken by the signer, and other relevant on-screen information,
as well as emails and text messages sent during the transaction, together with the
time and date of each event, and the user information).
• Makes it easy to review all of the steps and screens that the consumer saw as they
were going through the signing process (including the look of the documents as
presented in the browser).
• Makes it possible to reliably reproduce the evidence at any point, even years later.

Conclusion
OneSpan understands the unique requirements of the Canadian market and has
been automating customer-facing transactions for regulated organizations for
more than 25 years. At OneSpan, our technology and expertise is based on insights
gained through implementations at leading banks around the world, insurance
carriers, healthcare providers, and government agencies – as well as evidentiary and
admissibility best practices.
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